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DEAR READER,

It always fills me with great pride to see how our 

customers, our Cat® dealers and the Caterpillar® 

organisation work so closely together to constantly 

improve operations and customer productivity.

And this issue of Cat Magazine reports on several exciting

stories where such close cooperation is central to the success

of our customers. For example, the story about the Venetia

diamond mine in South Africa, describes how the local Cat

dealer is partnering with De Beers to continually improve

machine availability and component life - using the latest

technology and the inherent expertise of its people.

Another powerful example is the AccuGrade® solution 

provided by our Slovenian dealer. Working with the customer 

enabled a unique grading and paving project to be completed 

in just four months instead of the scheduled six.

And that’s just the start. The following pages show many

more examples of people working together to achieve

great things. I hope you enjoy reading about them. 

Best regards,

Paolo Fellin
Vice President 

Caterpillar

Above is just a taste of what’s in this issue of Cat Magazine – there’s plenty more news and views. If you would like to see additional subjects in the next issue 

contact our publishers on CatMagazine@cat.com.
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CAT IN BRIEF

CAT number

7,000
For Belgian earthmoving enthusiasts Orp-
Le-Grand was the place to be last summer. 
Thanks to Cat dealer Bergerat Monnoyeur, 
during a weekend 2000+ visitors enjoyed 
the 10th National Cat Operator challenge 
on a specially built demo site on Saturday. 
On Sunday they turned their attention 
to the Belgian national motocross 
championship, held on the circuit right 
next door. The event featured top riders David Philipaerts, Joshua Coppins, Kevin Strijbos and Ken 
de Dycker – not to mention a Cat 966H wheel loader used to smooth the track between races! 

THe rOuGH AnD TOuGH 
GET CAT BACKING

SHifTinG THe DirT CAT 
OperATOrS AnD bikerS SHOw

Caterpillar has announced a five-year multi-million 
pound sponsorship deal with one of the United 
Kingdom’s best loved rugby clubs: Leicester Tigers. 
The deal will help finance the club’s stadium 
redevelopment, which will almost double the crowd 
capacity to 30,000.

Richard Cooper managing director, Building 
Construction Products - Europe said, “We are 
delighted to be partnering with Leicester Tigers, the 
leading brand in club rugby. Our core business values 
of integrity, excellence, teamwork and commitment 
reflect that of the Tigers. And our heritage in the 
Leicester area makes this sponsorship an ideal 
platform to further support our business and 
community objectives.”

That’s how many new and reconditioned parts 
go into a Cat Certified Rebuild machine.

The machine is then put through more than 
700 rigorous tests to ensure that it is as good as 
new. To date, there have been 4,000+ machines 
across the globe that have been re-created this 
way.
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CAT IN BRIEF

One of our customers in Austria, Alois Schönberger, is a model aircraft enthusiast who recently built 
this superb, fully-functional, scale model helicopter – perhaps one of the most difficult aircraft types 
to perfect. To ensure it performed well he spent more than 350 hours building it, he used Cat engine 

components and he then painted it in Caterpillar yellow. All that attention to detail seems to have paid 
off, because in the past two years he has made 150 take-offs and landings – all without failure. The 

model aircraft uses a Jet-Cat engine and runs on genuine aircraft kerosene. Alois Schönberger owns 14 
Caterpillar machines and is an exclusive CAT customer.

AS RELIABLE 
AS A CAT

Caterpillar recently celebrated a milestone event of the 100,000th mini hydraulic 
excavator sale worldwide by producing an exclusive silver mini hydraulic excavator. 
Richard Cooper, managing director for Building Construction Products - Europe said, 
“We have been building the machines for ten years and continually develop them 
to enhance their reliability, durability and ease of maintenance. We are delighted 
to have reached such a milestone and that Matthäi, our customer for the 100,000th 
machine, is helping to celebrate the event.”

From left: Andreas Höttler and Wolfgang Handt from Caterpillar customer Matthäi and Richard 
Cooper from Caterpillar.

100,000 mini HyDrAuliC 
ExCAvATORS in juST Ten yeArS

“We can repair anything... nothing is impossible, but miracles do take a 
little longer,” says Nick Walker of Walker Plant Hire in the United Kingdom. 

“We recently restored a Cat D7 4T. We heard that it was lying abandoned 
on a farm and thought it would be great to restore it back to its original 

condition, and then show it working at special customer demonstrations.” 
The machine was originally a military tractor, possibly with a rope operated 

Le Tourneau blade attachment. It was built in 1944, but it’s still going 
strong more than 65 years later. 

CUSTOMER GAllery
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Deep in the heart of South Africa’s bushland, just south of 

the Zimbabwean border is an enormous hole in the ground. 

Dug from solid rock, it spans three kilometres across and 

descends more than 400 metres. This is the Venetia diamond 

mine, one of the biggest and most productive diamond 

mines in the world. It currently yields 8.2 million carats 

(approximate value: €650 million) per year, and since its 

inception in 1992 the majority of precious diamonds have 

been transported by Cat off-highway trucks.

“Due to the nature of diamond deposits we have to excavate 

almost ten tonnes of rock to get just one tonne of diamond 

ore,” says Brett Stevens, sales and after sales manager for 

Barloworld Equipment, the local Cat dealer. “It’s a 24-hour, 

seven-day per week operation and the MARC (Maintenance 

and Repair Contract) agreement has been ongoing  for close 

to 11 years. So not surprisingly, we’ve developed some 

highly advanced maintenance and repair strategies to keep 

machine availability as high as possible – up to 92 percent 

on average.”

More

More than 100 Cat machines 
will help excavate 1.5 billion 
tonnes of rock over the 36 
year predicted lifetime of the 
Venetia diamond mine.

DIAMONDS BY 
THE TRUCKLOAD

WITH PERFECT TEAMWORK
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A total of 47 Cat off-highway trucks are 

used to transport the excavated rock from 

the base of the open-cast mine, whilst 

another 45 Cat track-type tractors, loaders, 

and excavators support the operation. 

As with most open-cast mine operations, 

where all the plant and expertise remain in 

one place for several years, the Caterpillar 

dealer has been able to work extremely 

closely with the customer to constantly 

improve and perfect machine reliability 

and drive down the costs per tonne. In 

addition to a tailor-made MARC, there is 

an 87-strong team of Barloworld people: 

site managers, supervisors, and support 

staff. Representatives of this team meet 

daily with the mine’s owners, the world 

famous De Beers, to discuss and plan 

machine and operator optimisation.

MUTUAL BENEFITS

“It’s a genuine teamwork effort that’s 

based on mutual trust,” says Brett. “By 

focusing on condition monitoring, 

components are expected to last much 

longer and help strive towards achieving 

remarkable reliability targets. To this aim, 

we’ve deployed the latest service and 

maintenance systems such as Product 

Link, S•O•SSM (Scheduled Oil Sampling), the 

AQUILA™ Drill System, CAES (the Computer 

Aided Earthmoving System), and MVRS 

(MineStar™ VIMS Remote System). All these 

advanced systems help us to manage, 

predict and optimise the almost 100 Cat 

machines on site.” The result is that all 

this intensive technology has made the 

Venetia mine one of the largest Caterpillar 

mining technology sites in South Africa.”

It all adds up to a highly advanced 

machine health monitoring system, 

for example, the MVRS is a satellite-

based monitoring system. It reports an 

average of 23,000 machine ‘health’ events 

each month, which are prioritised by 

Barloworld’s data centre based in Isando, 

Johannesburg. The results are relayed to 

the on-site analysts who then plan and 

implement preventative maintenance.

“In addition to the advanced machine 

health monitoring systems we also 

constantly implement new programmes, 

some of which we pilot ourselves,” says 

Brett. “For example, we recently introduced 

a ‘Kidney Looping System’ that cleans and 

filters the hydraulic oil on board a machine. 

This is primarily to save on oil and extend 

machine component life. This is done by 

reducing the number of oil changes and 

potential contamination entry points, 

and filter out debris that in time would 

cause premature component failure. In 

some cases we found that filtered oil of 

4,000 hours was surprisingly cleaner than 

brand new oil. We financed and ran the 

pilot system ourselves before sharing 

the savings with De Beers. They were so 

impressed with the potential savings that 

they invested €100,000 in more ‘Kidney 

Looping Systems’. The systems’ goal is to 

prolong component life as well as saving 

huge quantities of oil.  Up to 41,000 litres 

were saved in the first eight months.

THE SMART PARTNERSHIP

It’s that type of ‘smart partnership’ that 

runs throughout the Venetia operation. As 

can be seen by the state-of-the-art parts 

depot. Advanced management systems 

ensure that fast moving items do not stay 

on the shelf for more than seven days: 

it’s the perfect balance between ensured 

availability and stock minimisation. 

Larger parts, such as engines, are stored 

centrally in Johannesburg, which makes 

them also available to other Barloworld 

customers across the region.

Another powerful example of this smart, 

problem-solving partnership is the 

increased life-times of the tyres used on 

the Cat earthmoving machines. “Three 

years ago we were getting an average 

of just 2,500 hours of service from our 

tyres,” says Johnny Velloza, operations 

manager at Venetia. “Barloworld 

suggested that we install special analytical 

software in our trucks to monitor the 

various gradients, torsion stresses and 

turning radiuses on our access road. 

After a comprehensive analysis several 

stretches of road were redesigned and 

the machine operators were given extra 

training. We now have an average of 6,500 

hours of service life from our tyres.”

EvERYTHINg IN SIgHT

A specially built control room overlooks the 

massive operation. Here huge flat screen 

monitors show pictograms of all machines 

currently in use. A colour coding system 

designates the status of each machine: 

BLUE pictograms show trucks returning for 

a load, GREEN for fully loaded trucks, and 

RED for breakdowns. An automatic alarm 

system flashes problems such as a machine 

that hasn’t moved for ten minutes. “We can 

Venetia was the first ever diamond mine to achieve 
the ISO 9002 quality management certification.

“Of the eight original trucks 
that started 11 years ago, 
seven are still in operation.”

All of the 1,250 De Beers employees on the site are paid 
up to 15 percent more than the national average income.
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see at a glance where each machine is, but 

we also have two-way communications 

with the operators so we can redirect pick-

ups, for example, where necessary,” says 

Mike Laboscartni, control room supervisor. 

“In addition to this real-time monitoring 

the control room generates valuable data 

such as tonnes per machine, per hour 

and even per shift. So it’s also an excellent 

tool to identify operator training needs.”

More

The entire Cat fleet of almost 100 machines is electronically 
monitored and managed in a specially built control room.
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SOCIALLY RESPONSIBLE

As part of the De Beers commitment to 

the environment and local community, De 

Beers has established several far-sighted 

programmes, as Johnny explains: “All of 

our 1,250 directly employed workers are 

paid around 15 percent more than the 

national average. Importantly, we do not 

have any migrant workers, so everyone 

can go home at night to their families 

and friends. We’ve also established a 

50,000 hectare game reserve around the 

4,600 hectare mine site – this has helped 

create a much bigger transnational 

game reserve spanning Zimbabwe, 

Botswana and of course South Africa. 

And, we have minimised our water usage 

from the Limpopo river via an extensive 

water reservoir and recycling system.”

In addition, as part of South Africa’s 

BEE (Black Economic Empowerment) 

programme De Beers recently sold 26 

percent of its South African division to a 

black-owned company: Ponahalo Holdings 

whose ownership is split 50/50 between 

De Beers staff and pensioners and a black 

investment firm called Ponahalo Capital. 

South Africa’s BEE strategy is aimed at 

dispersing economic and political power 

among the country’s black majority.

WHAT IS IT LIKE TO FIND A DIAMOND?

“You wouldn’t recognise one even if it was 

in your hand,” says Johnny. “The diamonds 

are embedded in kimberlite, and are 

only retrieved after extensive crushing 

and sorting. They are also extremely 

rare – on average you have to process 

a whole tonne of kimberlite to get just 

250 milligrams of diamond, and to get 

that one tonne of kimberlite you have to 

excavate almost ten tonnes of rock. But 

it’s still a great feeling when you see the 

daily shipments to the sorting centre, 

and it’s great being part of this enormous 

operation and the people behind it. I 

recently visited a steel mine with my 

five-year old son. He said afterwards 

‘Dad, steel mining is OK but diamonds 

are cool.’ I have to agree with him.” n

HARD FACTS:

• Diamond is the hardest natural substance 
known to man – 58 times harder than the next 
hardest mineral on earth.

• Only diamond can cut diamond.
• Every diamond is immensely old, formed 

long before dinosaurs roamed the earth. The 
youngest diamond is 900 million years old.

• The world’s largest gem-quality diamond was 
found in South Africa in 1905 – uncut it weighed 
3,106 carats (621 grams).

• If you were to gather all the diamonds ever 
polished, they would only fill one double-decker 
bus.

• Diamonds are composed of almost pure carbon 
– one of the earth’s most common substances. 
But only in extremely rare circumstances and 
over billions of years does it manifest itself as 
the world’s most precious gem.

The kimberlite looks like any ordinary piece of 
rock, but to the expert eye its slightly greenish 
colour means a sparkling treasure lies within.

Even before being polished diamonds have 
a unique quality. Throughout human history 
they have been worn by people as powerful 
symbols of love, devotion, pride and power. 

The kimberlite is crushed, washed and sorted using 
x-ray fluorescence. Final hand sorting categorises the 
diamonds in terms of size, shape and colour.
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OperatOr tips 
tO maximise prOductivity and save fuel 

In this article, the first in a series, we take a look at some 
of the essentials in using a wheel loader to fill a truck. 

These tips help to maximise productivity, while minimising 
fuel consumption and reducing component wear.

The loader operator should ensure that 
the truck is positioned at an angle of 45 
degrees to the face of the material. This 
is the best possible position of material, 
truck and loader to ensure minimum 
loader movement, resulting in faster cycle 
times and less fuel consumption. 

The loader should make a straight-on 
(square) approach to the face of the 
material. This ensures that both sides of 
the bucket hit the face at the same time 
for a full bucket. A straight on approach 
also minimises side forces on the machine 
– which can cause wear and tear in the 
long term.

In SUMMARY
At all times in loading the 
principle is simple: minimise 
speed, maximise accuracy.

truck at  45 degrees

straight-On apprOachtip 2

Wheel-spinning wears-out expensive 
tyres. It also burns fuel for nothing. 
Spinning is prevented when in first gear.

The loader approaches the face in first 
gear, at a steady speed. This low-gear, 
high torque provides optimised machine 
power for best material penetration.

first geartip 3

The cutting edge of the bucket should 
not touch the ground more than 15 to 
40 centimetres before the face of the 
material. This reduces bucket wear and 
material contamination. It also reduces 
fuel consumption since there is no 
unnecessary friction between bucket and 
ground.

minimise grOund 
cOntact tip 4

To get a full bucket, the cutting edge 
should remain parallel to the ground 
and just before curling the bucket, the 
operator should raise it a little. This avoids 
unnecessary bucket-material contact, 
prolonging bucket life and saving fuel due 
to less friction.

keep it paralleltip 5

This will help ensure the best speed 
and momentum when approaching the 
pile. It will also reduce material spillage 
when reversing with a full bucket. To help 
keep the floor clean avoid tyre spinning 
and avoid loosing material with brutal 
manoeuvres. This will also reduce your fuel 
consumption.

keep the flOOr cleantip 8

Instead of chasing the load up the face, 
penetrate – lift – curl. This is the most 
fuel-efficient manoeuvre.

avOid chasing tip 7

nO spinningtip 6

tip 1

For further in-depth training ask your dealer about the Caterpillar Malaga Demonstration and Learning Centre in Spain.
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In all the territories it covers, Mantrac 
has always been an active contributor 
in terms of social responsibility. Most 
recently, Mantrac Ghana donated more 
than $28,000 to the Kordiabe Roman 
Catholic Basic School and the St. Eliza-
beth Catholic Hospital in Hidierm.  

In addition to textbooks, the school re-
ceived lucrative donations to upgrade 
its library and toilet facility and to equip 
its computer room with personal com-
puters. The hospital, meanwhile, which 
caters to the entire community as well as 
to mining employees, was outfitted with 
X-ray machines and a new breathing ap-
paratus. Mantrac Ghana Former Manag-
ing Director, Mr. Andy Sarson, handed 
the donations over to the school and the 

In November, Mantrac Tanzania Prod-
uct Support organized a successful golf 
day with Geita Gold Mines (GGM), one 
of Mantrac’s top mining customers, at 
the Geita Mine Site to further enhance 
the longstanding partnership. The 
event represented the first of its kind to 
be held by the Tanzania Product Sup-
port Division.  

The one-day event attracted a host of 
participants, including GGM Managing 
Director, Richard Le Suer, who received 
a special recognition award for exem-
plary leadership and commitment to 
supporting Mantrac Tanzania activities 
on site. 

Mantrac management was also present, 
albeit none were brave enough to com-
pete with the GGM participants who 
went home with valuable CAT-branded 
prizes. GGM sincerely thanked Mantrac 
for organizing the wonderful event.

hospital staff, expressing his pleasure at 
Mantrac’s worthwhile contribution to 
the community. 

Mantrac Uganda also recently brought 
smiles to the orphans at the Nsambya 
Orphanage, when it donated money 
to help the children’s daily lives. The or-
phanage is run by the Child Welfare and 
Adoption Society, a Christian non-gov-
ernment organization that advocates for 
the rights of children.
 
Mantrac Uganda also helped another 
group of children from the Kiyoola Pri-
mary School, whose school buildings 
had been ravaged by storms and floods, 
by rebuilding the school and restoring 
the children’s normal lives.

When E-Biz (Electronic Business) was 
developed and introduced to Mantrac 
Nigeria, it gave customers the ability to 
check online for CAT parts availability 
in stock, providing them with instant 
responses to their immediate needs. It 
couldn’t be easier -- all they have to do 
to check parts prices and availability 
is access our internet site, click on the 
“E-Biz” button, and enter their unique 
PIN number.

Mantrac Nigeria initiated the service to 
further support its customers, particu-
larly those with wide territory cover-
age. E-Biz allows them to quickly check 
our CAT parts stock throughout Ni-
geria for any items they need -- espe-
cially urgent orders -- without having 
to make the drive to their local branch. 
The customer can also obtain a quota-
tion through the E-Biz service, which 
is copied to the product support sales 
representative for follow-up.Through 
E-Biz, customers will be able to obtain 
statements and invoice copies, as well 
as place orders, which will be released 
by Mantrac after being verified for ac-
curacy, credit availability, etc. 

Since launching E-Biz, Mantrac Nigeria 
customers have expressed their satis-
faction with the service, which allows 
them to get the answers they need 
with just a click of the mouse.Motty 
Borosh, Purchase Manager of Gilmor 
Engineering (Nigeria) Ltd. in Abuja, 
said of his positive experience with 
E-Biz: “It’s exactly what we need. It ena-
bles us to know if the required parts 
are available or not, and consequently 
allows us to make quick decisions, 
particularly with machine down situ-
ations, where urgency is essential to 
reduce downtime.”

Social responsibility projects in Ghana and 
Uganda make Mantrac part of community

Let’s Play Golf !

E-Biz – Now 
Mantrac Nigeria 
is just one click 
away
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The Mantrac Group is happy to announce the successful 
launch of Caterpillar’s unique service program -- the “360 
Solutions” -- in Egypt and Ghana. The main objective of the 
program, which will soon be available in Tanzania and Uganda 
as well, is to fully satisfy the needs of those customers who 
demand more than just great equipment.   

The ambitious and innovative program consists of three 
customized solutions packages, as follows:  

The Silver Package will allow the customer to fully experience 
Mantrac’s extensive dealership network. Whatever your 
business needs, there is a 360 Solutions package to meet your 
specific requirements. This basic package has the flexibility to 
allow customers to sign up for no more than exactly what 
they need.  

The Gold Package, meanwhile, offers customers a balanced 
approach. Working closely with Mantrac, you decide how 
much or how little involvement you have on a day-to-day 
basis. This permits you to focus  on what really matters: 
developing your business while keeping costs at a minimum.   

Finally, the Platinum Package will allow customers to fully 
protect their investments. This all-inclusive package will 
give you the freedom to focus entirely on your business 
by allowing you to completely rely on Mantrac’s extensive 
dealership network for total equipment support.  

Mantrac product-support sales representatives, along with 
salesmen from other divisions, were extensively trained 
in running the program over a three-day period. Training 
was conducted by Amr Abd Rabo (Group Parts Training 
Instructor), Guillaume de Vitton (CAT Geneva Product Support 
Sales Consultant) and Kewal Singh (Group CSA Manager).  
The program utilizes the CSP (Consular Salesperson) 
methodology combined with role-play scenarios taken 
from the CAT 360 program, in order to provide realistic case 
studies involving real-life situations. Eissa Gerges from Egypt 
provided live operator training in order to demonstrate 
first-hand what the customer can expect from the program. 
Service supervisors fresh from the field also demonstrated 
the operator maintenance training that would be provided 
to onsite engineers. 

According to Mantrac Egypt’s 
strategy, “product support is the first 
choice solution provider.” Through a 
combination of highly-trained people, 
modern technology and world-class 
processes, Mantrac strives to excel in 
all areas of product support, providing 
total solutions that guarantee enduring 
partnerships with customers and a 
competitive edge in the market place. 

In a further indication of our commitment 
to complete customer service, Mantrac 
now offers the Caterpillar Certified 
Rebuild (CCR) Program. Your machine 
will be as good as new -- with new 
warranty and new serial number -- all 
at a fraction of the cost of a comparable 
new machine.

Through the CCR Program, dealers 
can refurbish Caterpillar machines to 
near perfect condition. This involves a 
complete disassembly of the machine 
and all individual components, while 
all parts that do not meet minimum 
standards are either replaced or 
reconditioned. Upon reassembly, the 
entire machine is repainted and provided 
with a new serial number. 

Mantrac Egypt succeeded in selling the 
first CCR in the Middle East to one of 
its most valuable customers, “General 
Nile Company for Roads Construction” 
refurbishing a D9L track-type tractor that 
had more than 25,000 hours of uptime. 
The customer was very happy with the 
results, and intends to refurbish more 
machines through the CCR program in 
the future. 
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AccuGrAde sAves 
time And money 

in sloveniA  
Primorje d.d., Slovenia’s largest general construction 

group, operates 35 Cat machines and undertakes 
major projects both in Slovenia and throughout 

Central Europe. Last year, needing to grade and pave 
an artificial lake under construction in the north-east 

of the country, Primorje turned to local Cat dealer 
Teknox Group for the most cost-effective solution.

Primorje project manager Andrej Matekovic explains: “The 

Avče Pumped-Storage Hydroelectric Powerplant consists of 

a two million cubic metre storage lake, connected via a two 

kilometre-long pipeline to a power station 550 metres below, 

alongside the Soče river. Water is pumped up to the lake at 

night when electricity prices are low and flows down to the 

power station’s turbine to generate electricity at times of peak 

demand.

“The storage lake needed an asphalt lining due to the karst 

limestone terrain, which meant that the lake bed and sides, 

some 140,000 square metres, had to be precision graded. 

When conventional surveying methods are used this is a 

slow process and we needed to work quickly. We knew 

about AccuGrade from a presentation given by Caterpillar in 

Morocco that we had attended at the invitation of our local 

Cat dealer. So we rented the Cat AccuGrade system, mounted 

on a D6K track-type tractor, from the Teknox Group, initially for 

a two-week trial.”

More
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“After only a few hours of working with 

the system we realised that it was the ideal 

solution. Surveying and grading work on 

the 22 degree slope that would take a day 

using conventional methods took just a 

couple of hours with AccuGrade – even 

with an operator who had never used 

the system before. So we extended the 

rental period for another month. Using 

AccuGrade meant that we could release 

three people and a motor grader to work 

on other tasks and still we saved time and 

money, finishing the grading and paving in 

just four months instead of the scheduled 

six.”

tHe BiG Question

Does Primorje see a place for AccuGrade 

in future operations? Group purchasing 

manager Miran Lavrenčič supplies the 

answer: “We have been using Cat machines 

since 1965, so we know you can always 

rely on Caterpillar – the machines offer 

high quality and reliability. We are the 

first company in Slovenia to have used 

AccuGrade. We have already seen the 

advantages it brings for track-type tractors 

and we would like to test it with backhoe 

loaders, as well as with paver-finishers and 

compactors, which would surely be very 

interesting.”

“After only a few hours of working 
with the system we realised 
that it was the ideal solution.”

“We are convinced that the system could 

find a place in a wide range of our larger 

civil engineering projects, especially 

where inclines are involved, where the 

quality of work currently depends totally 

on the operator’s skill. AccuGrade allows 

any competent operator to achieve 

outstanding results quickly and cost-

effectively.” n

From surveying to final paving in just four months, thanks 
to AccuGrade.
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Now smaller machiNes have 
the remaN advaNtage
Your Caterpillar dealer now offers remanufactured engines for smaller machines, in 
addition to the larger ones. Among the machines that can benefit from reman are wheeled 
excavators, small and compact wheel loaders, small and medium hydraulic excavators, 
skid steer loaders, multi terrain loaders and small track-type tractors and loaders.

This is great news for owners of 

smaller machines because now they 

can extend the life of their investment 

with an engine that is ‘as-good-as-

new’ and comes with the same ‘new 

parts warranty’ but at only 75 percent 

of the cost.

What sets Caterpillar reman products 

apart is that the original new parts 

were designed to be remanufactured. 

What’s more they are remanufactured 

in the same factory environment 

where the new parts are made using 

the same strict quality procedures and 

manufacturing technology.

All Caterpillar remanufactured 

engines are built to include the latest 

technology and features, so you 

receive products that are of the same 

quality and to the same specifications 

as the latest factory-new parts. That’s 

why they can come with the same 

warranty as our new products.

Based oN exchaNge

The Cat reman option operates on an 

exchange basis: you bring in your old, 

used engine and in return you get a 

remanufactured one. Depending on 

the condition of your old engine you 

get a cash credit that is subtracted 

from the cost of the reman. The better 

the condition of your returned core, 

the greater the core credit – so it’s 

best to exchange before failure.

good for your greeN 

credeNtials

Recycling engine cores is not only 

beneficial to the environment, it’s 

good for your business. Not only can 

you cost-effectively enhance your 

product performance with the latest 

technology you can also increase 

fuel efficiency. And you can tell 

your customers about the resultant 

reduced emissions and recycling 

practices. n

cat remaNufacturiNg:

• More than a simple repair
• More extensive than just rebuilding
• Uses state-of-the-art factory 

cleaning, salvage and manufacturing 
processes

• Combines new and salvaged parts
• Upgrades to the latest specifications
• Uses 100 percent genuine Cat parts
• Offers a “Same As New Parts 

Warranty”
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Mantrac Group chalked up another suc-
cess by concluding the biggest-ever off-
shore construction deal by Unatrac Ltd 
for Nigeria and the second biggest-ever 
after the SGC Russian deal concluded 
last year. 

The Group secured the contract by 
beating strong competitors, including 
Komastu and local dealer Hol Taj, which 
represents Terex O&K and Doosan.     In 
2008, Unatrac Ltd began preparing 
tender offers for the Dangote Group 
in Nigeria for the supply of 119 units,  
including prime movers and support 
equipment, at a total value of some $55 
million. The order includes equipment 
for the expansion of Obajana Cement, in 
addition to two completely new green 
field sites where Dangote plans to ag-
gressively increase production in the 
coming year.  Mantrac Group officially 
clinched the deal in August through the 
tireless efforts of Kai Thesen, who is re-
sponsible for offshore sales to Nigeria. 
The long process began with full site 
FPC studies, conducted and a series of 
recommendations for the correct fleet 
match for Dangote’s expected produc-
tion and current site conditions.   
Mantrac representatives accompanied  
Dangote senior management on a tour 
of some of the Group’s MARC mining con-
tracts in Ghana. This trip really opened 

In a bid to further bolster its market presence and promote Preventive Maintenance 
(PM) and Customer Support Agreements (CSA) offerings, Mantrac Tanzania organ-
ized a one-day seminar at the Movenpick Royal Palm Hotel. The seminar was at-
tended by top CEOs, engineers and marketers, as well as consultants and equipment 
maintenance experts.  

At the event, Mantrac product support management introduced a number of excel-
lent presentations on topics such as parts offering, parts operations, service opera-
tions, CSA benefits, CAT filtration and CAT lubricants and grease. Seminar participants 
were transported from the hotel to Mantrac Tanzania’s facilities, where they received 
a practical, hands-on perspective of Mantrac’s impressive activities, operations, serv-
ices and processes. 

 The day’s activities concluded with a presentation on CAT batteries, which provided 
participants with new insight on products that they had not been previously aware 
of, and thus invited several questions from interested parties. To top it all off, partici-
pants went home with CAT and Mantrac gifts and souvenirs, many of which were 
won in a “lucky dip.”   

Dangote’s eyes to the high quality of 
expertise and support provided by the 
local Caterpillar dealership through its 
Customer Support Agreements (CSA).  

The package includes two years of onsite 
product support, which will provide 
project managers, expat engineers, local 
engineers supported by service vehicles, 
tooling and consignment parts stock. An 
operator training program, along with 
engineer and mechanics training, is also 

offered.  “This is a fantastic conclusion to 
another highly successful year for the 
Group,” Sherif Sabry, Group Machines 
Sales Director, said. “Dangote is a major 
player in the Nigerian market. We have 
developed some close and lasting work-
ing relationships and I’m confident that 
their capital equipment investment is 
the right choice”. He added  Dangote has 
big expansion plans in Africa, including 
a new cement plant in Tanzania and a 
new sugar plant as well. 

A smashing offshore success 

Mantrac Tanzania hosts product support seminar

Kai Thesen



Caterpillar and Mantrac Vostok partici-
pated in the inaugural Russia Conexpo 
Trade Show 2008, which was held lately 
in Moscow. Conexpo brought together 
the World’s construction equipment 
giants, as well as many local Russian con-
struction equipment manufacturers.  

Caterpillar’s impressive stand displayed 
an assortment of the latest Caterpillar 
machines, such as the PL61 pipe-layer, 
and unveiled the first Russia manufac-
tured 320DL hydraulic excavator, whilst 
also focusing on the Dealer’s superior 
product support services. Caterpillar 
also displayed a 594 pipe-layer, origi-
nally sold to a Russian customer in 1971 
and still in very good working condition. 
Caterpillar organized a product demon-
stration and entertainment for guests, 
which included an operator challenge 
contest.  

Mantrac Vostok Machines and Product 
Support teams were there to welcome 
guests and visitors to the booth, and did 
their utmost to make the event a suc-
cess.
  
Mantrac Group top management, 
headed by Mr. Loutfy Mansour, Mantrac  
Group General Manager, had an active 
week in Moscow , attending the trade 
show, meeting key Mantrac Vostok cus-
tomers and attending celebrations for 
the 35th anniversary of successful Cat-
erpillar CIS operations in Russia, where 
they also met top Caterpillar manage-
ment including Chairman and CEO, Jim 
Owens and Group President, Gerard 
Vittecoq, Paolo Fellin and also Mantrac 
Vostok top customer Mr. Ziad Manasier , 
StroyGasConsulting’s Chairman.

About 70 operators from StroyGas-
Consulting (SGC), Mantrac Vostok’s top 
customer, have recently completed an 
eight-day training course on the op-
eration of Caterpillar machines in the 
extreme weather conditions encoun-
tered in northern climates. The ex-
tensive training, provided by Mantrac 
Vostok with the support of Caterpillar 
CIS, was conducted in November in Pe-
chora (Komi Republic).   

SGC operators took theoretical courses 
on a number of different topics, includ-
ing machines features, operator con-
trols and daily maintenance routines 
for CAT D9R and D6T dozers and CAT 
587R pipelayers and 345C excavators 
Most of SGC’s fleet consist of Caterpil-
lar machines, which account for more 
than 400 units.  

Professional operation training for CAT 
equipment was an absolute neces-
sity for SGC, which is due to finish con-
struction of a pipeline running from 
Bovanenkovo (Yamal Peninsula) to 
Ukhta by 2011. The project will even-
tually become part of the North-Euro-
pean Gas Pipeline, which is expected 
to play an important strategic role for 
Russia.  

The invaluable skills and knowledge 
obtained through the training will be 
applied by SGC operators working 
diligently on different sites in Komi Re-
public during the construction phase 
of the pipeline.  

Winter news from Russia Mantrac Vos-
tok trains SGC 
operators
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“In the wood chip bay, the 
reversing fan is a must in 
those dusty conditions”
Colin Burch – site supervisor 
Viridor Waste Management Foxhall Landfill

The new H-Series includes ACERT® 

engines and meets all EU Stage IIIA 

controls, while also offering more 

power and torque. This performance 

ensures excellent machine 

productivity, allowing operators to get 

the job done with minimal effort. The 

engine also has features that allow 

for easy maintenance and increased 

uptime: an electric fuel priming pump 

is now standard and all regular service 

points are easily accessible from 

ground level.

Four new models with 

excellent Flexibility

The four new models (924H, 924Hz, 

928Hz and 930H) replace the highly 

popular G-Series machines.

The 924H and 930H feature the 

exclusive Cat VersaLink™ Loader 

Linkage, which combines integrated 

tool carrier versatility and parallel lift 

with superior cycle times. The High 

Lift VersaLink™ option is available for 

special applications that require more 

reach and lift height. A wide range of 

work tools, including light material/

multi-purpose buckets and a selection 

of forks can further add to the 

versatility of the machine. In addition, 

the 930H can be equipped with up to 

six hydraulic valves ensuring work tool 

control and therefore allowing the 

machine to be used in a wide range  

of applications.

Alternatively, the 924Hz and 928Hz 

models both offer a single tilt Z-bar 

linkage. This linkage, when combined 

with a Caterpillar bucket, generates 

excellent breakout force and a good 

rack back angle for better bucket 

loading and load retention. The lift 

arms are solid steel, providing for 

superior strength with excellent 

front-end visibility. This linkage 

configuration offers excellent dump 

clearance and reach capabilities, both 

of which are crucial for efficient  

truck loading.

The entire H-Series of small wheel 

loaders features load-sensing steering 

pumps that provide outstanding 

response during both light and heavy 

operation. The 924Hz, 924H and 930H 

feature a load sensing variable flow 

system, which senses work demand 

and adjusts the pressure and flow to 

match the requirement. This system 

allows full hydraulic forces at any 

engine speed therefore improving 

both productivity and efficiency.

heavy-duty axles

Heavy-duty axles feature hardened 

gears and bearings for durable 

performance. The rear axle oscillates 

up to 12 degrees to help assure four-

wheel ground contact for optimum 

traction and stability.

more versatility 
For new small 
wheel loaders

so customers can do a lot more

The Caterpillar range of small wheel loaders leads 
the industry in operator comfort and performance.  

This, combined with a choice of two loader linkages 
and a selection of easily attachable work tools, 

ensures the versatility of this series of wheel 
loaders for a number of varied applications.
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“Has a spacious comfortable 
cab, the smooth ride control really 
helps to reduce spillages”
Colin Burch

924H, 924Hz and 930H offer as 

standard the full locking front axle 

differentials that enable outstanding 

traction in poor underfoot conditions.  

This system complements the rear 

limited slip option and offers the 

advantage of delivering improved 

traction and reduced tyre wear. 

Operators can engage the differential 

lock on-the-go allowing them to be 

in complete control of the machine 

regardless of underfoot conditions.

more Productivity

To further enhance productivity, the 

930H is also available with the unique 

QuickSteer™ mode, requiring only 50 

degrees of steering wheel deflection 

for full articulation. Added to this is 

the optional proportional control of 

the third valve from the main joystick, 

available on the 924H and 930H. 

These features greatly reduce operator 

effort, making them more efficient 

during their working day.

The new H-Series also offers improved 

safety with easier access to the cab 

and an unobstructed view to the front 

and rear, making visibility to critical 

areas such as the bucket corners 

easy. An optional colour rear video 

camera is also available to answer 

regional jobsite requirements. Also, as 

the service points are all grouped for 

ground level access, daily servicing is 

quick and effortless.

All four models can also be fitted with 

Product Link: Caterpillars’ satellite-

based equipment monitoring system. 

This uses wireless and satellite 

technology to gather and transmit 

multiple types of information about 

the machine’s usage, location and 

service metre hours. This system is 

used to optimise asset utilisation, 

reduce security risks, improve 

maintenance management and 

implement before-failure repair 

strategies. The result is more up-time, 

lower operating costs and a higher 

overall return on the equipment 

investment.

Geared to be Green

But it’s not all just about versatility 

and performance. As a responsible 

corporate citizen committed 

to minimising impact on the 

environment, Caterpillar introduces 

the new H-Series with optional fuel 

tank ecology drains, filtered engine 

breather, hydraulic bio-degradable oil 

and sound suppression packages.

ideal For waste handlinG

Special waste handler configurations 

extend the range of guards and 

protection along with the optional 

reversing fan and wide fin spacing 

radiator. These allow safe machine 

operation in high airborne debris 

environments. n

with a cat quick couPler system the new h-series can 

chanGe the FollowinG cat work tools in seconds

• General purpose buckets
• Penetration buckets
• Light material buckets
• Multi-purpose buckets
• Carriage fits Cat and wide coupler
• Offset forks for improved tip visibility
• Material handling arm
• Hydraulic brooms
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As a senior demonstrator/instructor, Siegbert Jeschke 

– Siggy to people who know him – spends the majority 

of his working life at the Cat Malaga Demonstration and 

Learning Center (MDLC) in Spain. But another aspect of his 

work takes him out and about round Europe. Cat Magazine 

caught up with him at the Dutch seaport of Vlissingen.

Meet 
Caterpillar’s 
Mr. prODUCtiVitY

HOW lONG HaVe YOU BeeN WitH Caterpillar?

For two years now, which isn’t very 

long. Originally I’m from the German 

city of Leipzig, but for 16 years before 

joining the Caterpillar team in Malaga I 

worked for Zeppelin, the Munich-based 

Cat dealer for Germany. After 16 years 

I fancied a change and becoming a 

demonstrator and instructor for Caterpillar 

was an opportunity not to be missed.

WHat DO YOU liKe aBOUt YOUr JOB?

The variety, particularly. I get to 

demonstrate virtually the whole range 

of Cat machines, and to meet and train 

operators from all over Europe. Then 

there’s the traveling, through which I 

get to see different countries and meet 

Cat dealers and their customers from all 

over Europe. I thoroughly enjoy being 

involved in the Operator Challenge every 

year, too. And of course it’s nice to be 

based in a country that has more sunshine 

than Germany, particularly in winter.

WHY are YOU iN VlissiNGeN tODaY?

It’s part of my job to undertake production 

analyses for Cat customers. The aim is to 

investigate how efficiently customers’ Cat 

machines are performing for them on-site, 

and to make suggestions as to how they 

can be used even more efficiently. Here in 

Vlissingen I’m analysing the performance 

of two machines, a 988G and a 988H, 

assessing fuel use against the load carried. 

I’m here for two days and at the end of the 

visit I’ll produce a report for the customer, 

together with recommendations to 

raise operating efficiency even higher.

HOW MaNY aNalYses DO YOU DO a Year?

It varies, of course, but on average perhaps 

ten a year. Now we have a new specialist 

truck, kitted out with all the measuring 

equipment and computers we need 

to conduct an analysis, so we can offer 

customers a more thorough analysis and 

the workload may change. But currently 

I spend around 30 percent of my time 

doing this work, with the other 70 percent 

spent demonstrating Cat machines 

and training operators at the MDLC.

peOple

OF all YOUr aCtiVities, WHat 

is YOUr First lOVe?

First and foremost I’m an operator, 

always have been and always will 

be. And not just an operator, but a 

Cat operator. For me these machines 

are the ultimate, and I enjoy every 

minute of my work with them. n

sieGBert JesCHKe

“I spend about 30 percent 
of my time analysing 

customers’ machines to make 
them more productive.”

Siegbert Jeschke – Caterpillar’s Mr. Productivity
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